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INTRODUCTION
TRiFOCAL is concerned with reducing food waste, encouraging recycling and 
healthy sustainable eating. The project has developed a citizen facing campaign 
'Small Change Big Difference' for communities, schools and residents. For 
Businesses, the 'Your Business is Food - Don't Throw it Away' toolkit is the main 
delivery mechanism.

TRiFOCAL is an initiative being led by Resource London - the partnership 
between WRAP and LWARB - together with Groundwork London. 
Together, the organisations won a bid with the LIFE programme of the European 
Commission to deliver the initiative in London, which will be a test bed for other 
European cities.

All of the resources developed by the TRiFOCAL project can be found on the 
TRiFOCAL Resource Bank.

http://resources.trifocal.eu.com
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OUR LOGO
The TRiFOCAL logo is the projects' unique 
identifier, and it is essential that the logo 
is applied consistently. The following 
guide should help you use the logo in the 
correct way and build a strong identity for 
TRiFOCAL.

Core logo
A logo has been created to provide an 
identity for this project.

It is available in full colour and must be 
used alongside the EU LIFE logo in every 
instance. The EU LIFE logo must be 
shown prominently against other visible 
logos. 

A white version of the EU LIFE logo 
is available for use on coloured 
backgrounds only. 

CORE LOGO 

EU LIFE LOGO 
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OUR LOGO
Usage and Space
For consistent high quality results, the 
brand mark should always be surrounded 
by an area of clear space no less than the 
height of the “O” in the brand mark.

The X height of the ”O” defines the clear 
space, so it remains proportional at any 
size.
This defined area is a minimum clearance 
area, and it is encouraged that the 
spacing be increased wherever possible.

EU LIFE Logo 

TRiFOCAL is an EU LIFE funded project. 
Therefore the LIFE logo must be used on 
all campaign communications. The LIFE 
logo should be placed to the left of the 
TRiFOCAL brand logo, in parallel and of 
equal or larger size.

When co-branding collteral for your own 
campaign with other logos, the logo 
sequence should be as follows: Your 
Logo; EU LIFE Logo; TRiFOCAL Logo.

X-HEIGHT

LOGO CLEARANCE

CO-BRANDING 
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OUR LOGO
Incorrect usage
Please adhere to the following rules 
when using the brand mark. DO NOT ROTATE  

THE LOGO
ALWAYS USE ON A COLOUR 
WITH SUFFICIENT CONTRAST 

DO NOT USE ANY COLOUR 
THAT IS OUTSIDE OF THE 
RECOMMENDED COLOUR 
PALETTE 

DO NOT APPLY ANY 
EFFECTS, SUCH AS  
DROP SHADOW OR  
OUTER GLOW

NEVER DISTORT THE  
LOGO PROPORTIONS

DO NOT ALTER OR 
ADD TO ANY OF THE 
TYPOGRAPHY 
ON THE LOGOAn EU LIFE Project
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OUR LOGO
To retain the legibility of the brand 
mark, the following chart shows the 
recommended minimum width of the logo 
at different paper sizes.

Minimum sizing - print
We’ve also ensured the preferred brand 
mark has been optimised to retain its 
legibility at small sizes. We recommend 
an absolute minimum width of 38mm for 
the primary logo however these should be 
increased wherever possible.

Please see the examples opposite for 
guidance on best practice logo sizes at 
various A formats.

Minimum sizing - digital
We recommend a minimum width of 
143 pixels for the primary logo to ensure 
legibility for all online applications.

PRINT SIZING GUIDE – PRIMARY LOGO MINIMUM SIZING - PRINT

MINIMUM SIZING - DIGITAL

7MM

12MM

21MM

37MM

64MM

112MM

A5

A4

A3

A2

A1

A0

7MM

26PX

38MM

143PX
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COLOUR PALETTE
The dominant colour palette is a selection 
of strong, engaging colours with bold 
visual impact.

The palette has been carefully crafted 
for contemporary visual styling. The logo 
illustrates overlapping circles to represent  
the combined messaging of the project, 
each colour belongs to a messaging area:
• Yellow - food waste prevention
• Green - healthy sustainable eating
• Light blue - food waste recycling

Each of these colours are associated 
with different messaging areas on the 
"The Resource bank" on page 13 and 
website. 
Dark blue is the 'neutral' tone on the 
website, and Teal is used for weblinks. 

Designers should always employ initiative 
and confirm that the design in its entirety 
conforms to accessibility guidelines.

PRIMARY PALETTE

TRiFOCAL Yellow
C=0 M=29 Y=92 K=0
R: 253  G: 188  B: 17

HEX #FDBC11

TRiFOCAL Green
C=73 M=0 Y=88 K=0
R: 55 G: 179  B: 74

HEX #43AD4B

TRiFOCAL Light Blue
C=72 M=14 Y=1 K=0
R: 38 G: 169  B: 224

HEX #29A8E0

TRiFOCAL Dark Blue
C=100 M=89 Y=41 K=41

R: 0 G: 30  B: 78
HEX #001E4E

TRiFOCAL Dark Green
C=90 M=32 Y=92 K=25

R: 0 G: 104  B: 56
HEX #006838

TRiFOCAL Teal
C=76 M=26 Y=41 K=9
R: 53 G: 138  B: 142

HEX #358A8E
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TYPOGRAPHY

The primary typefaces for use in all 
collateral are Arial Bold and Arial Regular: 

Arial 
Type is an integral part of the corporate 
identity, and used together with the 
corporate colours becomes a powerful 
visual communication tool. Consistent 
typography enables material to be 
presented in a clear, distinctive manner. 

The typeface Arial has been chosen on 
the basis of its flexibility, ease of access 
and legibility. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890!@#$%^&*()£€

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890!@#$%^&*()£€

ARIAL (BOLD) - HEADLINES, TITLES, QUOTES, INTRODUCTORY COPY AND CALLS TO ACTION

ARIAL (REGULAR) - BODY COPY AND ALL OTHER INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES 
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EU REPORTING GUIDELINES

Project partners and replication cities are 
required to complete EU reporting. 

There are strict EU reporting guidelines 
that must be adhered to by TRiFOCAL 
partners and replication cities.

Claire's Clear Writing Tips is a guide that 
has been developed by the European 
Commission to provide you with some 
detailed practical tips on writing for EU 
reports.

Some key points to remember are:
- Keep it impersonal and avoid using 
pronouns like 'we' 'our' 'us', etc.
- State the facts
- Write in clear language 

There are many more tips in the guide, 
to help you to avoid common pitfalls and 
draft text more easily. 
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TRIFOCAL ASSETS
TRiFOCAL project assets available to 
replication cities and partners include:

- Simple 'Word' template 
- Letter template
- Presentation template
- Noticeboard
- Agenda template
- Mailchimp newsletter template
- Evidence forms 
- Monthly report 

These files are available via the Soonr 
platform, and can be accessed once 
you have been issued with you partner / 
replication city user name and password.

Keeping a cohesive design style helps to 
communicate a professional style and the 
project assets play a large part in this.

TRiFOCAL assets should be used to 
communicate fact based content, related 
to TRiFOCAL activities. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA
If you want to promote your activity 
more widely, we have provided a set of 
posts and accompanying copy that you 
may wish to use either on your internal 
communications channels or share 
externally on social media. 

Where possible, link to the TRiFOCAL web 
page: 

http://trifocal.eu.com
 
You can also use the social media handle:

Twitter @TRiFOCAL_London
Linkedin: trifocallondon

Twitter copy TRiFOCAL is a #London-wide campaign 
to change the city’s #food experience 
in home & out. Sign up for the @
TRiFOCAL_London newsletter for more 
information

Let's all make small changes that add up 
to a big difference to our planet. There's 
lots we can do.  #scbdlondon
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THE RESOURCE BANK
The TRiFOCAL resource bank is a virtual 
resource centre for stakeholders to 
easily find and share information about 
innovative new approaches to behaviour 
change that aim to prevent food waste, 
encourage recycling of inedible food and 
promote healthy sustainable eating.

We actively promote a collaborative 
approach to tackling these issues. The 
resource bank is therefore intended to 
be used by a broad spectrum of users 
such as businesses, local authorities/
municipalities, schools and community 
groups.

Partners are encouraged to promote the 
resource bank to their networks. Project 
partners and EU replication cities will be 
granted permissions to upload resources 
directly to the resource bank, but may 
email resources@trifocal.eu.com for 
technical assistance.
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Registered office: Second Floor, Blenheim Court, 19 George Street, Banbury, Oxon, OX16 5BH.

@TRiFOCAL_London
trifocal@wrap.org.uk

trifocal.eu.com
resources.trifocal.eu.com 

https://twitter.com/TRiFOCAL_London
mailto:traifocal%40wrap.org.uk?subject=
http://trifocal.eu.com
http://resources.trifocal.eu.com

